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From logistics regression to self-driving cars: Chances and
challenges for machine learning
SORIN MIHAI GRIGORESCU, MARKUS GLAAB, AND ?ANDR? ROSSBACH, ELEKTROBIT AUTOMOTIVE

This article series aims to contribute to ongoing discussions about the role of machine learning in
the automotive industry and to highlight the importance of this topic in the context of self-driving
cars. In particular, it aims to increase understanding of the capabilities and limitations of machine
learning technologies.
Read More +

Managing functional safety in complex automotive supply
chains
BRANDON LEWIS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Especially for organizations in Silicon Valley and elsewhere that are just entering the automotive
marketplace, implementing strict requirements management and complying with standards such
as ISO 26262 are new ventures. Whereas industries such as consumer electronics are more
forgiving to companies that bypass certain functional safety requirements in the name of shipping
product more quickly and at lower costs, the automotive sector is based on comparatively
interminable development cycles, and for good reason ? the functional safety of automotive
systems is a matter of life and death every time a car starts.
Read More +

The future of vehicle connectivity
JEAN PILON-BIGNELL, GEOTAB

Beyond sensor-based radar, LIDAR, and camera
technologies, vehicles in the future will communicate with
numerous external third party systems in real-time. This
is at the core of vehicle-to-everything (V2X)
communications.
Read More +

Four ways AI improves automotive design while maintaining
brand identity
ADAM EMFIELD, NUANCE COMMUNICATIONS

As seen at the Detroit Auto Show and Consumer Electronics Show earlier this year, the auto
industry is undergoing a rapid transformation as the car becomes the leading artificial intelligence
(AI) platform. AI is now playing a role in the entire automotive design and engineering process,
giving rise to an unprecedented amount of connectivity and functionality.
Read More +

Automotive open source virtualization: Bringing open source
virtualization in AGL
MICHELE PAOLINO, AUTOMOTIVE GRADE LINUX VIRTUALIZATION EXPERT GROUP

The automotive market has important certification requirements that challenge Automotive Grade
Linux (AGL) and its development process. Existing efforts in this direction are ongoing from the
Open Source Automation Development Lab (OSADL) and XEN communities. Thanks to its
virtualization approach, described here, AGL is able to leverage these and any possible future
activities in this direction.
Read More +

Embedding IoT in transportation
KHUSRO KHAN, XPODENCE RESEARCH

Demand for better road safety coupled with greater
comfort and convenience for passengers bolster uptake.
The connected car market is driven primarily by the
growing deployment of automotive electronics and
advanced technologies in vehicular systems. The drive
for these technologies stems from the substantial role
these play in providing increased road safety, greater
comfort, and wide entertainment options for passengers.
The growing adoption of automotive digital technologies
in enhancing the in-car experience for users is a notable
factor accentuating the market growth.
Read More +

Accelerating the connected car
SPONSORED BY: MICROCHIP TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

Auto-grade PHYs, switches, bridges, controllers, and
security ICs are designed to meet the rigorous demands
of in-vehicle networking applications.
Read More +

New frontiers in automotive HMI and
display design
MAJEED AHMAD, AUTOMOTIVE CONTRIBUTOR

HMI designs are now employing artificial intelligence (AI)
technologies to reduce driver distractions through a new
breed of gesture-recognition features. That allows drivers
to switch on lights and answer phone calls while still
focusing on the road.
Read More +

An open, next-gen reference platform for
tomorrow's digital cockpits
SHAHIN GHAZINOURI, MIKAEL S?DERBERG, ALEX DIEBALD,
LUXOFT

This year Luxoft started the rollout of the PELUX
Automotive Reference Platform (ARP). Designed for
prototyping advanced digital cockpit platforms and
capable of driving vehicle instrument cluster, head unit
display, cockpit occupant monitoring and driver
assistance systems simultaneously, the ARP is designed
from the ground up to be reconfigurable and expandable.
Read More +

Microchip?s AEC-Q100-qualified 3D
gesture recognition controller reduces
HMI design costs
RICH NASS, BRAND DIRECTOR

Marvell recently introduced what it claims is the industry?
s first high-efficiency wireless 802.11ax solution with ?
two-by-two plus two-by-two? concurrent dual Wi-Fi, dualmode Bluetooth 5/Bluetooth Low Energy, and 802.11p
for connected vehicles. The 88Q9098 combo solution
enables gigabit-level performance, high reliability, and
enhanced security for the car.
Read More +

Win the autonomous race to market with
Crystal Group RACE
SPONSORED BY: CRYSTAL GROUP

Crystal Group RACE rugged computers and kits are
engineered to put your autonomous vehicle (AV), driving
system (ADS), and unmanned (UAV) projects on the fast
track to market. Reduce development time and speed
past competitors.
Read More +

Software and Device Integration: Deep dive into DDS and OPC
UA - Part 3 of The Rise of the Robot Overlords
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